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Embarking on a journey of
discovery and growth.
Welcome to the
orientation program! 

NOUN ACTIVITYNOUN ACTIVITY

PARENTS ORIENTATION
PROGRAM
PARENTS ORIENTATION
PROGRAM

Grade-2 students engaged in a
dynamic lesson on Nouns
through gamification, playing a
lively " 4 Corner " game in the
garden. Witnessing their
enthusiasm was truly
remarkable, as they enjoyed
themselves immensely while
also sharpening their cognitive
and kinesthetic abilities.

Hindi poem recitation was
emphasized as a classroom
activity where the students
enjoyed developing their
communication skills with
hand made props. 

HINDI POEM RECITATIONHINDI POEM RECITATION



"Exploring the wonders of
science firsthand, our Grade 6
students embarked on an
unforgettable lab visit.
Witnessing theory come to life,
they embraced curiosity and
discovery like never before.
We're thrilled to share some
captivating moments from our
recent Grade 6 lab visit! 🔬
Thank you for your support ,
together we nurture the young
minds for a bright future. 

Grade-3 students engaged
in an interactive outdoor
learning session where they
explored the concept of
Nouns through the
engaging 4 Corner game.
With minimal guidance from
the teacher, they
independently participated,
showcasing their
understanding of nouns.
Following the activity, they
further demonstrated their
comprehension by
independently completing
exercises to identify and
sort nouns in their grammar
books. Witnessing their
enjoyment and
simultaneous learning was
truly rewarding.

EXPLORING THE WONDERS OF
SCIENCE
EXPLORING THE WONDERS OF
SCIENCE

INTERACTIVE OUTDOOR
LEARNING SESSION
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The Gold medalists of SOF
International Mathematics
Olympiad were felicitated
by the Principal Dr Sanjoy
Bhattacharya. 

BIOLOGY LAB VISITBIOLOGY LAB VISIT

FELICITATION OF GOLD
MEDALISTS
FELICITATION OF GOLD
MEDALISTS

We're excited to give you a
glimpse into the fascinating
world of science with our
Grade 9 students' recent Bio
lab visit! Together, we inspire
curiosity and empower young
minds to reach the stars 🌟 

To celebrate World
Theater Day students
showcased their talent and
knowledge by making
colourful posters. 

POSTER MAKINGPOSTER MAKING



"Exploring the Wonders of
Science: A Journey through
Experiments and Discovery at
Our School Chemistry Lab!" ⚗
🧪
Grade -7 to Grade -12
This visit aims to showcase the
practical apertures of our
curriculum and the importance
of hands-on learning in science
education. During the visit, our
students will be conducting
various experiments related to
the current topics in their
syllabus. 

"On March 18, 2024, M.M.
School hosted a Poetry
Reading event for students
in grades 6 to 8, fostering a
platform for self-expression
and literary exploration.
The occasion witnessed
enthusiastic participation
as students seized the
opportunity to showcase
their poetic talents,
thereby bolstering their
confidence. Witnessing
their peers' performances
served as a catalyst for
others to step forward,
underscoring the profound
impact of poetry as a
medium of artistic and
personal expression."

WONDERS OF SCIENCEWONDERS OF SCIENCE

POETRY READINGPOETRY READING



Children of Grade-2
are enjoying the game
of arranging numbers
at the correct place
which enhances their
numeracy skills.

SPEECH CRAFT ACTIVITY. SPEECH CRAFT ACTIVITY. 

THE ONLY WAY TO LEARN
MATHEMATICS IS TO DO
MATHEMATICS

THE ONLY WAY TO LEARN
MATHEMATICS IS TO DO
MATHEMATICS

Great news! *Grade 2*
students had a blast during
their *Speech Craft Activity* !
They played a *Mimic Game*
where they mimicked
characters from a cartoon. It
was amazing to witness their
joy and learning as they
participated. This activity not
only increased their listening
skills but also enhanced their
English communication
abilities. Keep up the fantastic
work, Grade 2! 



The students of *Grades – 5,
7, 8 & 9* were instructed to
create an original piece of art,
be it a sketch, drawing,
painting, doodle, poster etc,
depicting his/her own
personality and nature.They
would then have to share with
the class how that piece of art
describes them as a person, in
a given time period of 2
minutes.This activity not only
aims at enhancing their
speaking skills but also
touches upon their creative
thinking skills, artistic skills,
writing skills and presentation
skills.

Grade 2 students have
created a Word Wheel
to enhance their
vocabulary in a fun and
gamified manner.

EXPRESSIVE ART GALLERYEXPRESSIVE ART GALLERY

WORD WHEEL ACTIVITYWORD WHEEL ACTIVITY



Great news! *Grade 4*
students had a blast during
their *Speech Craft Activity* !
They played a *Mimic Game*
where they mimicked
characters from a cartoon. It
was amazing to witness their
joy and learning as they
participated. This activity not
only increased their listening
skills but also enhanced their
English communication
abilities. Keep up the fantastic
work, Grade 4

Hindi Slogan writing
activity was conducted
for the budding grade-
5 students. 

EXPRESSIVE ART GALLERY - MIMIC
GAME
EXPRESSIVE ART GALLERY - MIMIC
GAME

HINDI SLOGAN WRITINGHINDI SLOGAN WRITING



Grade 6 students participated in a
Speech Craft Showcase, sharing
self-written stories in under 2
minutes. The event aimed to boost
creativity, emotional expression,
and communication skills through
storytelling. It helped students
develop confidence, vocabulary,
and a sense of well-being in a fun
and relaxed environment.

Grade 4 students enjoyed a
harmonious blend of English
and Music, exploring
instruments in the music room
and matching names with
pictures in their English books. 

SPEECH CRAFT SHOWCASE - SELF
WRITTEN STORY TELLING ACTIVITY
SPEECH CRAFT SHOWCASE - SELF
WRITTEN STORY TELLING ACTIVITY

ENGLISH INTEGRATION WITH
MUSIC
ENGLISH INTEGRATION WITH
MUSIC

SPEECH CRAFT ACTIVITY -
TONGUE-TWISTER TRIUMPHS
SPEECH CRAFT ACTIVITY -
TONGUE-TWISTER TRIUMPHS

Exciting News! Our Grade 3
students recently dove into the
world of Tongue Twisters as
part of their Speech Craft
Activity . 🎤 They had a blast
challenging their pronunciation
skills and had a ton of fun in
the process! 😄



"🌱🌿🌼Our *Grade 3 and 4*
students embarked on an
exciting journey of learning
and fun with our *Plastic Bottle
Garden* activity! They
brought their own bottles and
seeds, diving into the process
of planting with enthusiasm
and curiosity.Here's to
fostering a love for nature and
sustainable practices in our
young learners! 

A special assembly was
conducted to energize the
students with the
information and
importance of ordnance
factories. Students were
felicitated by Principal Sir
on this occasion for their
exemplary performance in
Olympiads. 

“LEARNING IS FUN"“LEARNING IS FUN"

ORDNANCE FACTORY DAYORDNANCE FACTORY DAY



The trees smile with their
sprout of tender leaves and
blooming flowers, Eternal
nature with its transient
expression. Hails spring with
ecstasy and joy! Bewildering
shades with so many tinge. The
land of beauty and greatness,
India, witnessing the color of
happiness and peace. Nation
comes alive to enjoy the
spirit.A celebration of color-
Holi! An experience of content,
harmony and delight

📚An exciting activity was
conducted in Grade 9 Social
Science - Economics class.
Our students enthusiastically
participated in a crossword
puzzle activity centered
around Chapter 1, "The Story
of Village Palampur." It was a
fantastic opportunity for them
to apply their 📃knowledge of
key economic concepts such
as factors of production,
farming, and irrigation in a
fun 📝and interactive way. 
It was truly inspiring to
witness their engagement and
enthusiasm as they worked
collaboratively to solve the
clues on the board. I believe
that this activity will play a
vital role in reinforcing
classroom learning and
fostering a deeper
understanding of the subject
matter.

HOLI CELEBRATIONHOLI CELEBRATION

CROSSWORD PUZZLE SOLVING
ACTIVITY 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE SOLVING
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🎉 *Thursday's* *Junior*
*school assembly* was led by
our *Grade 4* students, who
did an outstanding job! They
engaged everyone by
kickstarting the morning with
*an engaging Mental Math
quiz* tailored to each grade
level, encouraging everyone to
exercise their brains bright and
early. 

A very important and
extremely exciting program
has been organized in the
school. On 28 March 2024,
a Sanskrit sloka recitation
class was organized in the
school. This class has been
organized for students of
classes 6, 7, and 8.
The program provided a
unique opportunity to
excite the students
towards Sanskrit language
and Sanskrit literature. The
students got an opportunity
to recite their favorite
shlokas and also got a
chance to discuss their
meaning and significance.
Which helped in developing
linguistic skills and also
increased their morale and
self-confidence.

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY. SCHOOL ASSEMBLY. 

SANSKRIT SLOKA RECITATIONSANSKRIT SLOKA RECITATION



Thankyou For Reading
THE MM CHRONICLESTHE MM CHRONICLES
FOR THE MONTH OF  
MAGNIFICENT MARCH 2024

Do stay tuned for the Newsletter
in the coming months


